Canvas tote
Thinc Actionwear carries style Y8869 from Liberty Bags. The canvas tote is made of 11-oz., 100 percent
cotton canvas, and measures 19” X 12” with a 4” bottom. The bag features contrasting self-fabric handles,
gusset bottom and an outside pocket. The natural color body is accented by handles and bottom in red,
forest, royal, navy or black.
Visit: www.thincactionwear.com | Call: 800-452-1200

Tearaway stabilizer
Cotswold’s Press and Tear is a needle-friendly pressure-sensitive adhesive tearaway stabilizer, which
allows users to embroider hard-to-hoop items. The stabilizer is a 1.5-oz., dense, wet laid non-directional, nonwoven tearaway that contains needle lubricants to promote needle glide and reduce sticky
buildup. It is said to tear away cleanly and easily leaving no “fuzzies” behind. If needed for added
support, embroiderers can “float” an extra layer of regular tearaway underneath the stitching area.
Visit: www.cotswoldindustries.com | Call: 877-309-3553

Color changing heat transfer
Art Brands LLC. showcases color-changing technology for heat transfers. The licensed art prints
appear in simple black and white tones under artificial light, but turn into full color images when in
sunlight. More than 100 different images are available for purchase.
Visit: www.artbrands.com | Call: 877-755-4278

Ringspun cotton shirt
Comfort Colors by Chouinard introduces its combed ring spun 100 percent cotton T-shirt out of 4.8oz. 30 singles fabric. It features a ribbed collar with set-in sleeves, shoulder-to-shoulder taping and
double-needle stitching on the neck, sleeves and bottom. It comes in eight fashion colors including
sandstone, blue jean, pepper, yam, white, brick, sage and midnight in adult sizes ranging from S–3X.
Visit: www.dyehouse.com | Call: 800-545-6366

Women’s cardigan
Edwards Garment features the Jewel Neck Cardigan, style 220. Made with 100 percent Tuff-Pil Plus
acrylic, it is said to be colorfast and durable offering low-pill performance. The machine-washable,
easy-care style is available in heather gray, navy, black, red and burgundy, misses’ size XS–3X.
Visit: www.edwardsgarment.com | Call: 800-253-9885
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